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N U M B E R 15

23RD ISSUE OF ANIMATED MAGAZINE GOES TO PRESS
ROLLINS INSTALLS WAGNER Van Zile, Durwent ALUMNI TO GATHER SIXTEEN CONTRIDUTORS SPEAK UNDER
Lead Medea Cast f"" 'NAWGERATION EDITORSHIP OF PRESIDENT WAGNER
PRESIDENT OF COLLEGE
AND ANNUAL MEET
Hutchins Gives
Opening Address
By SKOOK BAILEY
On the steps of Knowles Memorial Chapel Saturday afternoon, Rollins College will officially inaugurate Dr. Paul A. Wagner,
who will be the country's youngest college president.
Robert M a y n a r d Hutchins,
Chancellor of the University of
Chicago will give the opening inaugural address, "The Idea of a
College." Hutchins, who is a
pioneer in American educalion.
recently appeared on the cover of
"Time" magazine.
Covered By "Life"
Dean Wendell C. Stone announced that invitations were
sent to all colleges in the country
and about 150 delegates from
various campuses are expected.
The delegates will be entertained
at a luncheon in the Student Center in which the student body,
faculty and alumni will be represented. Dean Stone urges all students to attend the inauguration,
which will be covered by "Life"
magazine and will be broadcast
on CBS in Orlando, Jacksonville,
Tampa, West Palm Beach and
Miami.

YOUNGEST TOO

Robert Maynard Hutchins

FINANCES GOOD
BUT COFFEE BAD
20
In
meeting. The
Student Council learned that Center losses have dropped from
$4,714.44 for the period September
27-January 31, to $1,571.15 for the
same period this year. The Council passed a motion asking Dean
Stone to keep the Library open
during assembly periods.
The Center will be closed at
10:30 Saturday morning for the
luncheon to be given for the
guests at the inauguration. The
Inner Council is invited for this
luncheon, and Dean Cleveland
asked for a girl from each group
to be at the Center at 11:30 Saturday morning to help serve the
guests.

Top Executive
Prior to coming lo Rollins, Dr.
Wagner was a lop executive al
Bell and Howell Co., Chicago, 111.,
and had taughl at every level including Teachers College, Columbia University. He was educalional advisor lo the Naval War
College giving them their first
visual education prograni, and
WES the youngest faculty member
at the University of Chicago at
20 years of age.
Dr. Wagner is now following
Pete Fay reported that the
Ihc footsteps of Mr. Hutchins un- Tomokan is •"coming along fine"
der whom he worked while at the financially, and will not go in
University of Chicago, who was debt. The Sandspur is well under
the nation's youngest college its budget allowance to date, and
president in 1929 at 30 years of the Flamingo is within its budget.
age and later youngest Dean of The cheer leaders have spent
$67.95 of the $75 alloted to then
the Yale Law School.
this year, not including two ac
Academic Procession
The program will begin wilh crued bills from last year amountthe formation of an Academic ing to $13.50.
Procession in front of the Cenler
Jack McCauslin announced that
at 2:15 p.m. and from there will there have been complaints about
march to Ihe Knowles Memorial the coffee served in the Center.
Chapel, where the inaugural cere- President Hugh Davis will take
this matter up with Center Manmony will be held.
Faculty members. Seniors and ager Gill.
the Chapel Choir will march in
the procession in caps and gowns. TAKES THE HONORS
All the students will be seated in
a special section, for which no
tickets will be needed.
Benjamin Aycrigg, who will
represent the Alumni, will give a
brief history of Rollins College.
and Hugh Davis, President of the
Student Council, will represent
the student body, and will read a
section from the By-Laws, which
defines the duties and responsibilities of the President of Rollins
College.
^h•. Halsted W. Caldwell, Sec•^'laiy of the Board of Trustees,
wili certify that Dr. Wagner was
ctuly nominated and elected by
Wagner, McCauslin, France
the Board of Trustees. Mr. Wintrop Bancroft. Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, will induct Di'.
Wagner into the office of PresiJack McCauslin bested five othdent of Rollins College.
er student speakers last Monday
to win the coveted Reeve OraHolt To Present Charter
Hamilton Holl, Honorary Presi- torical contest.
dent of Rollins College, will preJack was one of six $75 prize
sent Ihe Charier of the College to winners in the Charles McCorDr. Wagner, which stales that mack Reeve Essay Contest earlier
Rollins College, now 65 years old, in the year. He won an addiis the first and oldest, privately tional $50 delivering his essay,
endowed college in the State of "Labor's Responsibility in the
Florida.
Light of Its Increasing Power."
President Paul Alexander Wag- j Paul Bissell won second prize,
ner will give his Inaugural Ad- , Charles Dawson, third. The other
dress and the Chapel Choir a n d j ^^^^^^ essay winners were Harold
audience will sing the Rollins ! J^'^^^^^^^y"^ Jim""Anderson, and

REEVE ESSAY WINNER

(Continued on Page 4, Column 7) j Gordon Clark.

Clarence Durwent, president of
Actor's Equity, will arrive Febru-'
onAI
H
' »*T, ^r^'tt-^r,
ov,r 9Rtv,
I
+u
1 lead
1 J - mi' Rolhns Alumni will converge I; MR. EDITOR
ary
25th rto play
the male
"Medea," the next production i ° ^ ^^^ campus some 300 strong |
scheduled for the Annie RusseU '' Saturday to elect a new presiTheatre. The play will be a fea- dent, attend their Inaugural Ball,
tui-e of the theatre conference to and meet former classmates.
be held here in March.
R* o on ±i.- c? * J
^i. «i
At 9:30 this Saturday the AlumThe cast for the play as an- ni House will be the scene of the
nounced by Director Wilbur Dor- annual meeting of the National
srtt, will star veteran performer , Representative Council of Rollins
Nan Van Zile as the savage j College, At this Jime any existing
scrrere:s, Medea. Jack Belt will old business will be discussed and
play her husband, Jason. J a n | new business will be under direcOlson has the important role of ; tion of the newly elected Alumni
the nurse.
president. The Executive Council
Fred Taylor, Hale Alpern, and I which was elected by mail ballot,
Eugene Smith have the parts of will then have its meeting.
Aegeus, Virginia
Jeason's slave,
the | Qf ^^^ 4 2OO alumni of Rollins,
Tutor.
Walker,andBetty
Garrett, and Milicent Ford play all old graduates and former students possible will attend this anthe three Corinthian women.
Durwent, who will play Creon, nual meeting. Last year over 300
as head of Equity sets all policies alumni were present and this year
of the powerful threatrical union. an even larger number are exHe is coming here for the pected because of the inauguraSoutheastern Theatre Conference tion of President Wagner.
The purpose of the Alumni Aswhich will be held at Rollins during the week of March 7th. In a sociation is, as expressed in Iheir
letter to him Annie Russell Di- Constitution: "To keep alive
rector, Howard Bailey, jokeingly i " t r : ^ " T ' ^""^ democracy on
wrote "I'll play Medea and you Rollms Campus and to direct
can play Creon." Durwent wrote Elumni loyalty in ways that will
back that he could be expected besl further Ihe welfare of Rolfor rehearsals a week before the ; " " ^ College.
show opens,
I "^^^ executive committee is acMedea is a Greek tragedy; t^^e during the entire year. One
For this week's surveyor, we
originally written by Euripedes of the jobs of this committee is
and adapted for Broadway b y : the planning of the three "big have cho^^en a topic which should
Robinson Jeffers. Judith Ander- \ days"—Homecoming, Alumni Day be of interest to not only the stuig Founders Week, and the dents but also the many alumni
son and John Guielgud starred ,
Sunrise Breakfast which is given and guests gathered here for
the original 1947 Broadway pr:
for
the
graduating students the Founders' Week. Although one
duction.
student requested a crystal ball
morning of Commencement.
The voting members of the to help him answer the Surveyor,
Alumni Association, who are scat on a whole I believe that the
tered throughout the world, also questions were based on subjects
on which the students had estabhave the special privilege
nominating one alumnus for elec- lished opinions. A favorable retion lo the Bosrd of Trustees. sponse given to the fourth question
At 9:00 Saturday night, the indicates that a large majority of
The term "hand-picked" may
'he student body feel confident of
well apply to Rollins students in Alumni Association is sponsoring
a
ball at the Orlando Country their future ambitions but, as
the future; thanks to the efforts
shown
in question two, they are
of Director of Admissions, Jack Club to which many college presiprepared to don overalls and beRich. Since Christmas, Rich has dents are invited as well as the
come
members
of a future envisited 108 schools in Massachu- student body, who may obtain
tightened laboring class.
setts, New York, Ohio, Washing- their tickets through the Student
Enough
comment—here
are the
Deans.
ton, D. C , Delaware, Maryland,
results:
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Con1. Do you believe that a year (or
necticut and Rhode Island.
SCREEN ATTRACTION
more) spent working after
Rich will return to Rollins Feb.
completion of high school and
15, with the record of one miss,
before
entering college would
no errors, as far as meeting his
enable you to understand
appointments is concerned.
college
work better?
Evidence of the results of the
YES 56.4%
NO 43.6%
director's tour has already ap2. Do you think that there will be
peared, according to the Admisenough
white
collar jobs
sions Secretary, Patty Tripp, who
available for the college
states, "We've already received
graduates of the next five
applications as a direct result of
years?
]
this tour."
YES 21.7%
NO 78.3%
The Director of Admission, not
3.
(a)
Do
you
think
that
Rollins
only visits six or more secondary
will give you sufficient
schools a day, five days a week;
academic preparation for
he also includes prep-schools in a
your work in later life?
weekend schedule. Thus
far,
YES 54.8%
NO 45.2%
Rich has talked personally to well
(b) Do you plan to attend
over 500 students, telling them,
graduate school?
as he puts it, "informally about
YES 45.1%
NO 54.9%
Rollins, and answering all and
4. Do you know exactly the proany questions that arise concernfession or the field of ening the Conference Plan, the
deavor which you wish to
Guidance Program and other
enter upon graduation?
phases of college life."
YES 62.9%
NO 37.1%
In a letter to the Sandspur of-

Surveyor

STUDENTS TO TRY
PICK AND SHOVEL

One Miss, No Errors
On Rich's Rugged Tour

By MARIEL L. RIDDLE
The Animated Magazine, "the only m^agazine published in the
United States that comes alive," will meet its deadline Sunday before the eyes of an estimated audience of over 6,000 "subscribers."
The 23rd Volume, Number 1 issue of the Magazine will "go to
press" at 2 30 in the outdoor setting of the Sandspur Bowl. President
Paul A Wagner, succeeding Dr. Hamilton Holt who retired last
yeai, will wield a mythical 'blu psncil" over the sixteen contribu1 manuscripts from the "editorial
tors who will present their
office" platform.
After a Foreword by "Editor"
•
HEADLINER
Wagner, Dr. Holt, Honorary President, will deliver the first "page."
Edgar Ray, exacutive editor of
the Orlando Sentinel-Star, will
deliver the leading editorial.
This unique idea of a living
magazine was conceived by Dr.
Hclt, former editor of the Independent Magazine and Harper's
Weekly, one day in 1927.
He
called on Dr. Edwin O. Grover,
then Professor of Books, to publish the magazine, since he had
over 30 years background as publisher.
Dr Grover called the id3a preposterous until Dr. Holt explained
he was just to be publisher for
a day and that the contributors
would speak instead of write.
"Oh, you mean an animated
magazine!" he explaimed. Thus
Ldward Everett Horlon
with Dr. Holt's idea and Dr.
Grover's adjective, the Animated
Magazine was born, and has been
presented these many years by
Editor Hamilton Holt and P u b lisher Edwin Grover. This will
be the first year the magazine has
had a new editor, but continues
under the guidance of the same
Ray Greene, chairman of the publisher, E. O. Grover.
lamilton Holt Scholarship Fund,
Heading this issue will be Ednnounced last week that an all- ward Everett Horton, noted stage
out effort would be made during J\ and
and screen
screen star;
star; Ogden
Ogde: Nash, inFounders' Week to meet the i ternationally - known author of
challenge issued last year at the l PoP^lar verse; and Walter Duranty, famous New York Times
Animated Magazine. At that time foreign correspondent.
an anonymous donor offered to
match, dollar for dollar, contriHORTON
butions on the field and otherMr. Horton's name has been
wise made to a fund which will synonymous with claan humor for
be known as the Hamilton Holt forty years. He is currently starScholarship and Loan Fund.
ring in the road show of "SpringAll week workers have been time for Henry" and in March
canvassing Winter Park, divided will start his own television prointo 36 districts, to try and collect gram.
$40,000 needed. Last year at the
Animated Magazuie about $5,000
NASH
was collected and another $5,000
Mr. Nash's manuscript is enreceived through the mail.
titled "Midway Through Nash."
It is hoped by the committee He has gained fame through his
that the 540,000 will be collected 8,634 couplets, quatrains, and
by Saturday so an announcement witty verses which now make up
several volumes. His litsrary ca(Continued on Page 3, Column 4)
reer has included writing car card
advertisements, copy writing, a
THE FALCON
quick stint as managing editor
Edwin
Gra.nberry's play, of the New Yorker and some two
"The Falcon," which premiered
decades of concentrating on his
at the Annie Russell this week
own "peculiar and popular brand"
will play through Saturday
of light verse.
night. A review of the play
appears on page three.
DURANTY
Mr. Duranty will present "I
Write As I Please." This noted
BACK DOOR APPROACH
author and lecturer is a Pulitzer
Prize winner and also winner of
the O. Henry Short Story Prize.

Scholarship Fund
Sets$100,000Goal

BLACKWELL
Other n o t a b l e contributors
being featured on the "Table
of Contents" include: Betsy Talbot Blackwell, editor-in-chief of
Mademoiselle, who will speak on
"College Women Today and To-

Sunday Night Premier
Of Rollins Newsreel Deadline March 1 For
Shown above is Alys Oglesby
who is just one student appearing All Editor Candidates
in the Rollins Newsreel, which is

fice. Rich said that, to his great
satisfaction, his interviewees are
most interested and cooperative.
As he stated earlier, 'T want to
find students who not only have
the ability, but also those who
are sensitive to the opportunities
to be premiered this Sunday in
at Rollins as well."
the Annie Russell Theatre at 5:30
p.m. and 8:15 p.m. Admission will
be 60c for the public, 30c for
students.
Early this year a group of students headed by Milton BlakeThe Fred Stone Theatre' light more started taking motion picf student activities
comedy "The Damask Cheek"
will close its four day run on news events centering around the
Saturday night.
college. The purpose of these
The experimental theatre play movies was to provide a permais the story of a middle aged nent film record of life at Rollins,
English girl, Rhoda Meldrun, further alumni relations, acquaint
played by Diane Barnes, who the students with all the departcomes to New York to visit an , ments of the college, and teU.the

"The Damask Cheek" Ends
Four Day Run Saturday

HIGGENBOTTOM
morrow." Samuel Higgenbottom,
author and lecturer who has spent
over 40 years in India teaching
methods of agriculture and in
missionary work, will give an address entitled, "The Sacred Cow."

students interested in holding
e office of Editor, Business
anager, or Advertising Commis3ner on any of the campus publications must have their application in by March 1st.
According
to
Publications
Union Chairman Harold McKinney, candidates should submit
\ their letters of application to Rol: lins Box 28.
Offices that are open on the
j Sandspur are Editor and Business
j Manager and Advertising Com
on the Flamingo, Ed
Manager; and
tor and Bu;

(Continued on Page 4, Column 7)' (Continued on Page 4, Column_ 5), (Continued on Page 2, Column 5)

They won't let Sandy, the
K.A. mascot, in the Beanery
front door so he went around
to the bsck to mooch a bite
from Rollins chef, John Henry
Edwards.

BABSON
Roger Babson, business statistician, forecaster and author of
over thirty books, will present an
"article" entitled "Looking Ahead
Ten Years." General Robert L.
Eichelberger, distinguished commanding officer of the famous
Eighth Army which carried out
the occupation of Japan, will dis(Continued on Page 4, Column 6)

ROLLINS

EDITORIAL

Even the Founders Would Agree

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1950

SANDSPUR

U^etterA to tke Cditor
Should "Diamond LII" Replace The Lady Of Shaiioif

The Dr. And
The Dream

Animated Issues Reviewed
Snakes Frighten, Rains Drench Audiences

)t

^ that the reason they are stall
There's something sentimental about Founders' Week. Of course, Dear Editor:
I probably read your "Sur- members is Because they can
that something is ratner obvious. And yet you can't p u t your finger
By GERRY WALKER
vey or" last week with as much in- w r u e I t d like to see tne Sanaon it.
By Gracellen Butt
terest as tne mathematical genius ' spur come out without using tne
What is it?
In the early days of Hamilton] shivering and sputtering. At th>
In 1924 Dr. Edwin O. Grover
Some would say it is in commemoration of the original Founders wno ftrain-cnuaed it. btatisiicaUy t-ieative eiiort oi its stall memHolt's
career
as
President
of Rol- close ot m s tatK, iie turned
was a publisher with a dream he
of Rollins, wno sixty tive years ago contributed their money, energy, ^peaiiing, i was pleased to t e a m
had gotten from Ralph Waldo lins College, the question was Dean t n y a i t anu w u n a tjuiveiiiiig
and spirit tor the purpose. And mis, in truth, is what it is. But is it mat 7u'/c ot tne aiuuents read the
rt.s to the idea of a humoi
asKeaEmerson's essay on books. He posed—"What to do with Sunday mouth
know
more t h a n that?
r l a m i n g o ; m a t s over two-tmrds magazine, i couiu go inio a long,
wanted to be a Professor of Books. afternoon?"' At the time, no one wnere a leila couia git a gla^s o'
Is it tne nostalgia thst our returning alumni feel when recalling Ol tne suuaeni boay, a lot more u i a u i u e auout now most oi ineni So he came to Rollins and told could have been aware of the wnisiiey?" Dean Liiyan p.tmpt.
old campus memories? Ur is it tne priae that we students feel in uia.i we can gee out for any ath- die notning uuc a renasn oi jotiea che new president, an editor and oroad vista that was to be openeu ly called John Martin out ot uie
seeing our olumni pay the respect to trie memories wnicn we too often letic event or aante—or to attend i>Luien iiuui otuer nunior maga- businessman like himself. Dr. up as a result of tne linal answer, audience, and he anu Lord tjavies
iiiOat Classes. Aoout halt ot tne /.meb (.Coine to tnimc of it, i v t
taKe ior granted?
Hamilton Holt, about his dream. nor could anyone have a.iticipatea went to get the whiskey!
We Deiieve it is a combination of both. For after all were all lu'A lead It all tue way tnrough— never neaiu an original joKeJ ana Most college presidents would Doih the m a n y touching anu
One year hoss Ailen appeared
part 01 tnis f o u n d e r s ' \Veek. Because each day we, tne stuaents, and 1 u o n t see now mey couia stand uaiLuon.> OI ]Ut-Oie<aSLea giris. IDUL have politely told him that there amusing
episodes
that
were on the Magazine w u n a snaKc
It: Tixe only tning i can read in wiiy laiK aoout a numor magayou, the alumni are founding Kollins.
was no such "animal"; Holt was eventually to result through t h t tvhicn he niiiKed beiore the auai'.
zme.'
we
u
o
n
t
neea
one
as
font,
us
e
n
m
e
i
y
is
u,iie
Magazine
and
Sometimes tne contr.DULio.iS are conscious, sometimes uncon'Ifte only embarrassing
different. He hired him. Thus years following, a few of whict. ence.
me luiiny papers—anu tney are us we have tiie Purveyor in the
scious, b u t they all a a a up to the same thing—tne Hollins spirit.
began the long association which are recorded tiere. Before men- aspect ot this was that everyone
This week tnen is also a tribute to those who have kept it alive mostly pictuies. ±iut I have al- oanu^pur.
matured through the years and tioning them though, it might bt in the tirst few rows hasmy
as well as to tno_e who initiated it. For without it, our flounders' ways p i e i e n e d tne simple lue!
i d iiKe to suggest a question- helped make Rollins the most wise to tell briefly how "Sunda> aioved back. A certam comoi.iau n a e r comments 1 n a d that naire myseii: Vvouid you liKe to
dreams would neiiher have been born nor realized.
aon of speakers oiten gives rbe
•'unique college in America."
aiier.ioon" came into being.
But such dreams and such spirit are only made evident when ' some people ininK the i lamingo nave a loriy-mmule intermission
M an unexpected surprise, 'ine
The first thing that the new
someone remembers them. That's why we express our deepest grati- ' i^ ^^y anu uneniertainmg; so is u u n n g each class hour? Do you
a m e we have m mind was wnen
The
tirst
answer
was
turnishec.
•'Professor of Books" demanded
tude lor the return of our visaing alumni here today.
| cirinKing Deer u you don't have a inniK tne beanery should serve
Professor
Doctoi j u l i a Ward Howe and her daugnwas "an oval table." Although the by History
So welcome back, alumni. Our college is still yours. So enjoy , lasie lor tne stuff. But what 1 eockiails beiore evening meals;
-er Maud Howe Elliot were on
Hannah,
to
the
atfett
that
"literidea for the Conference Plan came
ould Uke to see (and here 1 sigh u o you tninK, art majors shoulu six months later from Dr. Holt, ary vespers" should be held. Thi- -ne speakers' platform, next to
it, remember it, and come back oiten.
K. E. F.
! because I know they'll never do concentraie on nudes, instead oi the "round table" symbolizing prompted Dr. Holt to call in Doc- j n e of the most outstanding sing: it; IS those people who would lile serious works they show in friendliness and informality at tor Edwin Grover. Dr. Holt j r s to ever appear at the MetioShould Dr. S t a n
• nave the i^lammgo more enter- Lhe center?
Rollins is a footprint left by Dr. pointed out that with his own ex- ^olttan Opera in New York
i taining, send me some Manu- Liirow tne Victorian poets out t h t Edwin O. Grover. Up to that time perience for twenty-five years at ^ouise Homer, When the latter
window and concentrate on Dan''' scripts.
an Editor in New York, and witl. • ose to speak she spontaneously
• Tne comment I consider most 9erous Dan McUraw and DiaDr.
Grover's
experience
foi ourst out to lead Julia Ward
'• justifiable is the one about too mond Lil'.' Would you answer yet.
twenty-five years as a publishei a o w e ' s famous hymn "Batile
By HAROLD McKINNEY
many contributions from staff to any ol the above questions ana
in Chicago, why not start a maga- a y m n of the Republic." And ItBil
"I've seen one man kill another underground blew up an ammu- members and I do mean me! It lielp make statistics? You darn
zine'.' But Dr. Grover said a col- aien there was tne time that
simply because one had a hunk nition dump as reprisal for the is the same comment I made on toocin' you would!
xiarry Warner of Warner Brotlilege literary magazine alwayt
of potato in his soup and the jrrests and Henri was transferred : the day i went to press and I was
jrs, Frank Knox, who was candiSeriously, since its conception
' tailed, that advertising was diftiother didn't," said Henri Jacques to Lyon. After expecting to be so hard up tor MS's (and again years ago, the !• lamingo has been
date for the Vice-Presidency,
t ult to obtain to finance it. Dr.
i^ord Davies of the English ParliaMaubert, French - underground 3hot daily, he was finally sent to i would like to remind all stu- Lhe outlet ior Dr. Granberry's
1 [oit said he didn't mean a magament, and Doctor Sockman, who
liason courier and victim of con- :icrmany as a worker. Lucky, ' dents they are invited, requested, Creative Writing class; as that is
zine on paper, but a magazine oecame the President of the
begged, seduced, and coerced to one of the best classes of its kina
centration camps, when inter- Henri calls it!
where the writer would say hii Church of Peace Union, were all
viewed yesterday morning. MauAt Buchenwald, in January, send in the short story or poem in the country, the l?lamingo has
piece. Dr. Grover then turned tc assembled together on the platbsrt is a guest of Mrs. Rotival 944, Henri worked m a quarry • they all know they can write il always ranked close to the top
Dr. Holt and
said—"Oh—an lorm. Dr. Sockman commenced
and Dr. Hamilton Holt at the md watched the daily death of they only had time)—now where witn other college literary magaAnimated Magazine," so the tern, nis speech by saying, "I have
Genius estate.
L,OO0 of the camp's 60,000 inmates, was I?—I was so hard up for MS's zines. Many of the stories pubpromptly came into existence. Tht never been so close to the House
Only a military student of nine- Then to Harzungen, in the Hartz 1 had to dig through my files and lished in it, and even more of the
.Animated Magazine was to bt of Lords, the Presidency, and
tsen when Germany invaded vlauntains. where in 8 months thea sit up all night rewriting authors, have gone on to sell to
r.dited, even to the point of t h t Hollywood before."
France, Henri formed with some -he Germans forced the prisoners tnat story about skidding jeeps national magazines. It has been
blue pencil!"
of his fellow students in a group ,0 tunnel into a mountain and and jut-breasted girls in China. the first step for many a writing
In fact Dr. Holt always jokingly
One year there were two speakjuild
an
underground
factory
'
And
I
hereby
take
oath
that
I
career.
Rollins
has
always
been
of free fighters, stealing grenades
opened
the Magazine with a few ers by the name of Rice on the
and weapons. Within two montht^ naking jet engines. There, Henri will not print any more t h a n one proud of the i? lamingo, and I havt
One was responsible
u o r d s about length. So as to pre- platform.
m
d
others
sabotaged
the
factory
'
of
my
stories
in
a
single
issue
ot
ueen
proud
to
serve
on
its
stall
the Vichy police had arrested 21
vent any one or two speakers tor the book "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Notice: Editorial elections come
of the original 29 members anc imply by reversing the wires on the flamingo—if I have enough
from running away with the time, Cabbage Patch," and the other
DR. GROVER "DREAMER"
s^nt them to the army in French ransforrne^s and electric engines; material, i o r the other staff mem- up in April.
he would threaten to use t h t wrote high, lofty literature. When
Sincerely,
all classes came equipped with "blue pencil!" But Dr. Holl the latter got up to speak, he was
Africa. Henri, with the police ,otting caught meant death by , bers, I would like to remind those
HAROLD McKINNEY
military type desks set in rows.
closing in on him, joined tht langing. Finally Hc^nri got tired who object to their contributions
claims he has only had occasion introduced as "Mr. Wiggs of the
>t
helping
the
German
war
effort
Many students are familiar with
Vichy Army, the one place the
to use it once. Speaking of things Cabbage Patch." To reach the
lhe role Dr. Grover has played in
police wouldn't look for him.
only happening once immediately .ither extreme, one of the most
the life of Rollins. Up until the
memorable events to occur at an
By January, 1942, Henri was
Dear Editor:
necessary. Our Betters say, then, war he taught three courses. Rec- brings to light the one time it edition of the Animated Magazine
out of the army, working in a
About morals and manners at tnat coeds don't know wnat is reational Reading, the Romance really rained (1937).
was when General Wainwright
Lyon bank by day and changinj,
Nothing
could
have
been
so
disRollins;
Our
betters,
Dean proper and decorous.
of the Book and Literary Personhis identity and personality tc
Although arrange- was here. After he rose to speak,
Enyart, Dean Cleveland, and our
I h e r e are two ways of looking aliites. Besides teaching, he pub- heartening.
soldiers that had been with hira
work for the Franco-British un
black and pastel mothers ot at tnis ruling and 1 lavor both: 1^ lished the "Animated Magazine" ments were made to carry on the
on the famous Bataan Death
derground at night. At Grenoble,
houses think that our decorum it IS the btudent Center: anu each year, bringing to Rollms out- program indoors, rain caused a
March sat down on the steps bein the French Alps, he became
could be better. I write this let- there, titudenis may wear wha> standing men and women con- good deal of confusion and chaos.
fore him where they remained
assistant to the Boss of that terter to you, Mr. Editor, and to oui iney wlsn. It would Oe much m o r t tribu, such as Marjorie K. Rawl- And it couldn't have rained hardthroughout his speech.
ritory, and from there coverec
butters; and to those of you who appropriate for the students to ings, Ed Murrow, Greer Garson, er than in 1948. At that time
most of Southern France as a
The above are just a few of the
disagree with this letter it is par- luie against w h a t our beitert> Loo Carroll, etc. Although Dr. Doctor Grover took over the Colcourier. Traveling by train, autoticularly and carefully dedicated ohall wear while guests of t h t Grover resigned as publisher last lego gym, Rec Hall, Dr. Holt the unexpected events that have ocmobile, and even bicycle, he wa^
Chapel, and Dr. Blakeman the curred during the many editions
At
this
moment
the
two
most
year
when
"Prexy
Holl"
retired
siuaents
in
the
Center.
2)
If
coeds
the contact between three hunEach speaker rotated of the Animated Magazine. Someuniversal and pressing problems JO not understand what is propei as editor, he has been lequeslea theatre.
dred men. If he were captured, lENRI JACQUES MAUBERT
of decorum are contained in these and where, then they should be Dy Dr. Wagner lo publish the Ani- throughout each place, all speak- times amusing, sometimes movand talked, t h s lives of those men
statements:
1)
Fraternal
ano
ing
three
times
each. One ot the ing, they have nevertheless added
mated
Magazine
again
this
year.
..aught
so:
It
is
up
to
tne
faculty
and dropped a jtone on his foot,
weren't worth a franc.
Many old students have great speakers was Lord Davies of up over a period of years to give
in the infirmary, he got an easier friendly drinking; and 2) Gooa tO teach; students and faculty
For selfprotection, the under- job but eventually caught jaun- taste in woman's wear in a given compose a college and the way oi reason to remember Dr. Grover Ireland, a member of Parliament. a great many people a feeling of
ground had its own code: drink- iice. In IWarch, 1945, with 1,648 situation.
lite of tne college must be de- since he made it possible for them He was the last speaker at Rec nostalgia when they look back on
to come to Rollins. Gilbert Max- Hall, and was c o m p l e t e l y "Sunday a f t e r n o o n " during
ing and loose talk were forbid- Jther prisoners, he was put on a
The drinking problem falls termined by them.
well, whose latest novel just ap- drenched from the downpour. Founders' Week at Rollins.
den—after a warning to the of- jonvoy heading for the gas cham- largely on the stalwart shoulders
The student deans and housefender, the underground would j e r s and furnaces of an extermi- of our friend Dean Enyart. The inothers are the long arm of stu- peared, is one outstanding gradusilence him themselves, rather .lation camp. Midway to the Dean knows, I'm sure, that prohi- dent's parents, and are so because ate of Rollins who came here on
than let the lives of other men jamp was Nordhausen; Henri bition doesn't work. He looks foi Ihey love their jobs and their few a scholarship obtained by Dr.
Grover. Few students know that
be placed in danger.
managed to be confined there causes, personality troubles, and nundred children.
Dr. Grover was instrumental in
By RALPH PERNICE
There was such a man in the Aihen the convoy paused, and the rest. "Dean" can't do much
Here we see the subtle relationAdvertising Student
outfit. Henri was sent to bring -hen went on taking the other ^o'^'i than that without causing ship between our Betters, oui getting Dr. Granberry, the popular
Creative
Writing
professor,
On
J
a
n
u
a
r
y
28,
a
number
of i Sally Stewart, Marian Urbin, and
more revolt and trouble than the
him in on Nov. 25, 1943, and 1,647 souls to destruction.
r'aculty, and Us, the students, to teach at Rollins. Dr. Gran- students from Dr. Freeman's ad- , myself, are keenly interested in
Nordhausen was a former SS ' problem is worth at the moment,
couldn't find him: the Gestapo
iiach group has many failings, but berry's play, "The Falcon" will vertising class attended a conven- I and have high hopes for the
picked the man up on the 26th, barracks. When the Americans Orchids to Enyart.
we students are the innocents of have a world premiere at The tion of advertising men and , founding of a club at Rollins. On
Next problem: when is a coed
On the 27th, Henri, the Boss, and ombed it on April 3 ; d 4, practhe lot, first, because the faculty Annie Russell Theatre during
women at the Orange Court ! the Monday following the conven13 other m'en were arrested; 14
cally wiping out the town, properly dressed? Our elders IS almost completely out of touch
Founder's week.
Hotel in Orlando. It was an eye- ; tion, Dr. Freeman conducted a
say
she
may
dress
informally
for
others died fighting off arrest. Henri, who says he
lucky
with student tnought, feeling, and
The Boss, a surgeon, killed him- again, escaped, and
If Rollins was unique in help- opener. Those students attend-I poll of the class members-the
two noon chow at Beans Saturdays. action. Attention Faculty: I'm
self after 12 hours of torture for Poles and two Belgians, all armed Very few college visitors go to not interested in your reasons and ing Dr. Grover realize his dream mg were able to discuss their 1 results of which were very illufear he would talk later on. Henri with weapons from dead soldiers, Beans Saturdays—much less at excuses. What I have said is a to be a Professor of Books then studies and problems with people j minating. Forty-five per cent of
was tortured for 7 hours but fin- hot their way west for seven noon Saturday. No contention on fact, and true. Almost every Dr. Grover was unique in that he active in the advertising field, tor the class, many of whom are not
ally convinced the Germans he days until they ran into Gen. that point.
faculty member who gets to know helped Dr. Holt change Rollins present at the meeting were rep- business majors, favored such a ^^^
was too young to know anything; Patton's Tank Force. After a
Another rule has been passed: tudents is not allowed to finish from a lackadasical Southern col- resentatives of agencies, radio club at Rollins.
he was sentenced to execution month with the Americans as un- Girls may not wear shorts, jeans, his three
year
probationary lege for Northern playboys with a stations, newspapers, magazines,
An Alpha Delta Sigma Club, as
Dec.
2. A few days later, the official interpreter, Henri was etc.,
in the Student Center on period.
conventional lecture system to a and colleges throughout the state. the organization is called, at Rol
Sunday morning—or if they do,
college embodying the spirit of
The theme of the convention lins would be designed to give its
You
Faculty!
If
we
drink
too
only with great discretion. The
friendliness, informality and eag- was "Bridging the Gap"—the gap members unlimited advantages
word discretion is humbug. Ac- much or wear sloppy or scanty erness to find the truth. As Dr. that exists between education and
and benefits they could not poscording to our Know-Betters' clothing, it is yours to show us Grover said, "Holt established the employment in advertising. It
sibly reap without its aid.
why
we
should
change
our
ways,
thinking, if the coeds had any disinformal and friendly spirit, but
pointed out that when a colPuhlished
Weekly
by Undergraduate
Students
of RoUins
As Dr. Freeman states it:
cretion the rule would not be and if you agree with us, then we all tried to help."
graduate with many adver- "Alpha Delta Sigma members
have the courage of your convic^
ber 3,14,1879,
1925, at the post
When asked what type student tising courses behind him applies
ct of March
tions and stand up and say so. On
would have the opportunity '»
lywhere in the
the Un
ubscription Prici
United
States
$1.
5
C
sent
back
to
his
home
in
France
he
considered
suitable
for
RoUins,
for a job with an agency, he is
• $3.00 for the full coUege
weeks). $2.50 for I
your sworn oath you must do
work on actual accounts, to make
and the war was over for him. these things. Don't, above all, Dr. Grover said, "I consider the flrst asked, "What experience
valuable contacts in the adverSince then his weight has in- continually pass the buck. If you boy or girl who has an inquiring have you had?" and when he antising field, to hear topnotch ad- * % ^
creased from 88 pounds to 155.
are underpaid, then try to be mind, and a natural curiosity swers "none" he always receives vertising men speak, and to do s^ij-^
about lite the ideal material for the same reply: "We're sorry but
Henri has written a book deal- worthy of better pay.
Business Manager Cir -ul itio 1 M iiiager
Boh \ i
extensive research work. Thus,
Rollins.
ing, not with atrocities, but with
we can't accept those without exthe student could acquire the exTo my Deans and housemarms:
the psychology and philosophy
perience."
perience so necessary when atAs local parents to us, you cannot
Society Editor
M
Anne Garretson Stanlt^y Rudd of men thrown together in the be equal and just to all, and be- Deadline For Editor Candidates
Photograpiiy
tempting to secure a job."
^i
Using Manager. Joe l'.>peck
But
how
is
the
college
graduate
animal conditions of concentra~r. Willard
Willi " "•
"
Wattles
Advi;
cause you cannot, I revile you.
(Continued from Page 1)
seeking a job going to get pracAt the present time, such a club
Artists
lists
tion camps; it's about what made
Geddes, Chuclt Dawson
You are a necessary evil in the on the Tomokan and "R" Book, tical experience unless the agen- for Rollins is only a possibilityDan Hudgens, Di n Geddi
these men, when a parcel of food
aders
ideal relationship between stu- Editors. Complete details regard- cies or other related businesses However, the Central Florida Ad- 'b^ij^
is ' Turley, Ginger Butli
Virginia Cheney, Anr "i'-ew's'
was received from home by a
Writ
dents and faculty. If you see that ing qualifications needed for each start him out? The solution is vertising Club, composed of men j
. McDonnell,
.
. laria
__
prisoner, maim and kill each
Ed Granberry, Kay
Kulin Toi
Zelma
Bandler,MBetsy Fletctier,
we are bad, do not create more position are listed in the "R" Book the forming ot advertising clubs and women from this area who if \y
other for that food; it's about why
arbitrary and snobbish
rules under the "Constitution of the in colleges and universities.
Mariel Itiddle, Poliy Ciark
are connected with advertising, tjij.,
Henri
never
saw
a
prisoner
die
Tjii
which may make us worse. Try Publications Union."
'H.
with
any
clothes
on;
it's
about
Student members of advertis- has pledged its support; the class
News StnfT Gree:
not to be the prudes that your
All candidates who qualify will ing clubs at the University of members are anxious, enthusiwhy there was no time for pity
Ziie. Skook Baily, Su
ni< Itnroh. Nan
position must force you to be. If be put before the student body for
for the weak who were stripped
Florida and the University of astic, and hopeful that such a club
what I say wounds you, and you approval and in the case of sevand despised; and why there was
-Miami told of the benefits such will be formed; and we've been
turn the other cheek, then you eral students applying for one
clubs had given them and how promised a charter as a recogCharles Woods, Chuck Ayers, Roland Horner, Paul Binner. Scotty Witherell, no time for friendship.
are an innocent too. If my words position there will be a vote
these
benefits had helped them nized club if we get the "go ahead
Henri has come to America be- make you indignant, then surely taken.
Charles R>>blnson
"bridge the gap." The advertis- signal" of the administration. Aiwi
cause he believes it is destined you stand as a living exhibit to
Member
ing
people
expressed their desire right now that's what we're waitto lead the world. Europe, unless the truth of my words. You, our
Associated C o l l e s i a t e Press
Faculty as one of us: they won't to cooperate with such clubs, help ing for. It's this signal that will
it unites, will always be a hodge- Betters, have even less in common
Distributor of
like it, but it makes living easier them get started, and aid their help us at Rollins "bridge the
podge
of
small
nations
with
a
war
Collegiate Di<;est
tudents than the faculty. and more honest.
members in securing positions in
every few years. In a few days Don't try to bridge that gap. InEsTAnLISHED IN 1894 WITH THE FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
To you, Mr. Editor, if you don't
e advertising field.
Unflsst/tn/ng/f/ yet mighty, sharp and pointed, well-rounded yet many he will go to Martinique and then stead, be tolerant and
very j print this, you're a louse. If you
sided, as-mliimishj tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name imphes, hopes to return on the quota and generous.
The nine Rollins students who
PLEASE MENTION THE
do, I'm a louse. You print it, and
victorimts in single combat and therefore without a peer, wonderfully become a citizen of a country
ere
present at the convention.
To Us the students Treat the I'll carry the guilt.
attrictive and extensive in circulation; all these will he found upon investigaBill Bazley, Dick Elliott, Ken SANDSPUR WHEN PATRONwhere concentration camps are Iders with respect, kindness,
and
tion to he among the extraordinary qualitis of the Sandspur.
Sincerely,
Fenderson, Bud Johnson, Nancy
unknown.
f(i,,S
firm understanding. Treat the
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Speedsters Thrill,
, Kill Customers
By TOM PICKENS
If the sight of twenty battered
hulks posing as automobiles burn, ing up a quarter mile of asphalt
track does not awe you, if a Ford
Coupe bounding along end for
end in front of packed grand
stands does not inflame your
gutchees, then stay away from
the Orlando Speedway these Friday nights. The spectacles being
stsged there are strictly for the
bloodthirsty set with carnage being strewn about in all directions.
There are enough pileups during the course of an evening's entertainment to please almost anyone, and any particular race that
does not have at least one major
smash is a dull thing indeed. On
a recent night of racing, two cars
removed huge chunks of the west
end retaining w a l l There were
four or five crashes of sizeable
proportions, and several smaller
ones as well, and one car executed a beautiful full flip after a
skid on the west turn. From all
this it rr.ay be seen that stock car
drivers are a sturdy lot with
hearty disregard for entrance into
the unfathomable beyond.
One Rollins student, Ed Granberry/ who was so ill-advised as
to enler a stock race—once—
summed up a driver's emotions as
iollows: "For the first three or
four laps you're scared stiff. If
you're net dead by the fifth time
around you just don't give a
damn any more and try io lap
everything in sight."
Drivers aren't the only people
who put themselves into jeopardy
at a race. Stock cars have been
known to perform a few cute
tricks such as firing a right front
wheel into the stands and flattening a few customers—permanently.
Winning stock cars generally
manage to look like fugitives
from a Mongolian stock yard—
being stripped to the bare essentials. Inside the cab is usually no

ROLLINS

ERRATA
You know the earth is round,
don't you? But it wasn't so very
long ago thai everyone knew that
it was flat. Did you ever stop to
think about that? Right away you
begin to wonder if some of the
things we are taught here
chool are as wrong as the "flat
world" idea.

SANDSPUR

'falcon" Answers Most Expectations

THREE

NO SUNTAN FOR HIM

John O'Hare Turns In Brilliant Interpretation

ducers are already interested in
it. If Mr. O'Hare can write like
he can act . . . Broadway playwrights liad better take notice.
The O'Hares are crazy about
Florida . . . except John asks
ivistfully, "Is there more to Florida than the Annie Russell?" But
.lis wife, Natalie, has made up for
.iia -'sight-seeing' lack . . . swim.Tiing every day either at the
Pelican, or in the Genius pool,
.raveling the East Coast and in-and. But Mrs. O'Hare did confess she has only "waded" in the
.ake. "I'm afraid of alligators,"
:he said. "Although I did try to
;end some baby alligators to prolucers who haven't hired me lately."
Along with some noted drama
critics and other observers, the
O'Hares think the American
:heatre is indulging in a new
:rend . . . a trend away from the
A'ell-made "tailored" play with
irtificial situations to poetic plays
A^hich sustain a mood. Mrs.
J'Hare says, "Audiences want to
iee people's souls laid bare right
.n front of them. They want to
iee lifelike problems solved. Of
-ourse they come to the theatre
primarily to be entertained but
till to see problems which coni-'rcnt them acted out naturally
ind yet on a high intellectual and
jmotional plane." Mr. O'Hare
'eels that, "This trend will de/elop an entirely new type of
ATiter. I cannot conceive of
.nany writers writing for this
.iind of thing at the moment. Very
tew of the modern writers will
be able to make the transition.','
He predicts an influx of "Tennessee Williameses". . . . Plays like
Member of the "Wedding,' 'The
Enchanted,' 'Streetcar Named Desire', have been written because
they had to be written."

By RICHARD GLATTHAR
I must first cohfess to thi
simplicity with which he handles
er that I did not see an opening- the humorous, remorseful and
night
performance
of
"The poetic passages of the play, can
J aicon." In order to meet the only be exceeded by the power
deadline for "The Sandspur," it
which is ever-present in his maki
was necessary for me to attend a
up. Yet, I do feel that there were
And this wondering stuff might "closed dress rehearsal" of the
be the basis of the Rollins plan of play. That the emotioaal tension a few scenes whose emotional imeducation. It really pays off if of the first night was lacking, I'll \ P^^t were not brought to the full
you train yourself to have an in- grant; however, the emotional and this because of the predom
.juisitive mind. Check on the content of the play itself was not mate note of vigor which tended
to over-ride the other emotions.
'authorities" and be sure they absent.
know of what the:, speak. Ask
Mrs. Helen Bailey had a most
''The Falcon" has as its theme
your prof "Why?" Here at Rollins the return of a wayward but ro difficult and unusual role to fulThe happy couple pictured above is Mr, and Mrs. O'Hare. Mr.
we don't have to sit back and be mantic man to his wife and two fill. The long and frustrated
O'Hare is on leave from his BroiEdway show in New York to play
taught — we can stand up and sons, who now live along a deso yearning of a woman for her lost
the lead
Dr. Cranberry's play "The Falcon," now showing at
learn. As one prof told a class last late stretch of the west coast of mate had to be balanced by the
the Annie Russell,
term, "We should put more atten- Florida. The father, played by devotion to her sons. If the scale
Jon on analysis and less on de- John O'Hare, has been off tra- did on occasions tip, it was more
scription."
than compensated by the over-all
veling many years while his
sensitivity of her parformance as
Interest in a subject is directly acted by Mrs. Helen Bailey,
By GRACELLEN BUTT
.jroportional to the amount of time endeavored to raise the sons as the mother, the lover, and the forFor three weeks Roll
cept any part you can get, the
you spend thinking about it. Ask- well as possible under the pre- gotten one. Her grace and dellibeen playing host to the O'Hares smaller the better, so you car
ing why, and what, and how, that vailing conditions.
But even cate poise both in the poetic
.s. There is no such thing as an though her husband has left her passages and others deserves —John, Broadway stage star-— watch the audience reaction. Tht
Natalie Core, of television and audience are the only people whe
uninteresting course—there are to the mercy of a rude existence, hearty and heart-felt applause.
radio sucess. Mr. O'Hare is here
only uninterested students.
she still idolizes him, and thinks
George Lymburn and Ranny to star in "The Falcon" while Mrs. can tell you whether a play it
GLAUCON
of him as he was, not is. And it Walker as the two sons both war- O'Hare is merely taking a vaca- bad or good.
Mr. O'Hare really takes his owr
is a picture of him composed more rant high praise for their clean tion. Husband John has commore than a single seat and a bat- of wishful rememberance than portrayal of the devoted sons. The plained that "Natalie slaves get- advice to heart because his actin:
unlikeness of both their charac- ting a tan on a hot beach while I career was fired by an ambition tc
tery. Under the hood, if there is fleshy realty that she passes
become a good playwright—for ht
a hood, is a barely adequate en- her sons, "Bo" and "John," han- ters, and the degree to which they sweat over a hot script."
knew he could learn only as ai.
gine. However, any car, no matter dled by George Lymburn and achieved this end, was of no mean
But don't let that remark throw
how heavy and cumbersome, is Ranny Walker. She grants his execution. They both had a dis- you because the O'Hares are the actor what determined good audieligible to participate at the Or- return only on the condition t h a t tinct command of their roles, and most devoted couple I've met in ence reaction. Writing plays since
iando track. Just as long as it has with his identity unknown, he is they also excellently handled the a long time! After their love for he was ten, John O'Hare is prouda hard top and a heavy safety able to win the love and respect deep feelings on their own part each other comes their love for est not of his many acting trias well as the delicate shades
umphs, but of a one-acter he
belt. The former prevents the of the two boys. Further, if he
which they high-lighted in the the theatre—or maybe its vice wrote which won the War Writers
driver from being decapitated in can achieve this end, she shall reversa. Actually, it was Mrs.
parents.
Contest.
. . . "Things are Tough
turn
his
love
with
her
own
una flip, the latter prevents him
O'Hare's love of the theatre which
All Over." For the last five yean
from departing through the wind- dying passion.
Calmee, the close girl friend of led to their meeting. "It was
he's been working on a threeshield in a pile-up. Any Rollins
John,
was
performed
by
Miss
Kismet,"
fatalistic
Mrs.
O'Hare
reIn his attempt to win the sons,
Deer,'
student will be welcomed at the and thus regain his wife, the Lynn Bailey. This was her debut marked. Mrs. O'Hare had de- acter, "The Porcelain
which will be finished in just
Speedway to try his luck at mak- father, known only to the boy:
in the Annie Russell Theatre, and cided to give up the legitimate
about
a
month.
Broadway
proing fast and glorious exit.
"lieutenant" in the play, is fraught did a most commendable job in theatre (after appearing in five
by his own desires, the compro- spite of the difficulty of working flops) and went back to radio, a
more
lucrative
profession.
Then
with
much
more
experienced
mises
imposed
by
his
wife,
and
a
The Bahama islands were disrecalcitrant elder son. In spite of actors. She had the same notable one summer she weakened—went
covered by Columbus in 1492.
The first model balloon was de- his contempt for his earlier days charm of speech and demeanor to summer stock There she met
as a romantic, an attitude now which distinguishes her mother. John at the Worchester Play;loped in 1783.
house. It's a family "joke that she
—Richard W. Glatthar.
Forty-five men have served as predominant in the elder son,
didn't think much of him until
John,
the father still has the
ice-President of the United
she saw him act. "I just can't bespeech, the stride, and motions of SCHOLARSHIP FUND
States.
lieve that," said her husband, a
a forceful adventurer. It is this
(Continued from Page 1)
very handsome young man. But
attitude which prompts the pain
Mrs. O'Hare insists "He was just
of the emotional conflict. He can be made at lhe Inauguration
a charming young man—that is,
loves his wife, but hates to con- Day exercises. However, if ununtil I saw him act. I predict
cede to her own procedure be- successful, a final attempt will be that in five or six years he will
cause of his own male love-of- made on the field al lhe Animated be one of the best known leading
self. It is the wife who now
Magazine to complete lhe fund. men we have."
exerts the power, an ursurpation
wholly detestable to him. In re- Inaugurated al the Animated
When I asked the O'Hares what
verse fashion, the mother, too, is Magazine last year when retiring advice they could give aspiring
disturbed by an emotional con- Dr. Hamilton Holt, for the last young actors they both said, "It's
flict. The love she has for her time, wielded his blue pencil as who you know . . . and luck.
husband and the desire to regain
editor of the Animated Magazine, Carry a rabbit's foot, a horseshoe
him is contested by the hardship
just a lucky piece 'cause you
she has suffered from his hands, this fund is intended as a living have to be a fatalist about show
and, further, the close union now memorial to "Prexy" Holt.
business." Mr. O'Hare said, "Acbuilt with her sons may be severed if they do not come to love
324 East Pork Avenue
and
respect
their
unknown
father.
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not one of disbelief, but rather as
though the characters but half
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propelled themselves to the final
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outcome. The last and concluding
speech of the mother, who is once
dyed any shade to
Telephone 3-1011
again left alone while the men
match an ensemble.
are away hunting, should be and
45 RPM RECORDS A N D CHANGERS
appears to be a most dramatic co131 Lincoln Avenue
joining of emotional strains. Yet,
there is here the sound of one j
W I N T E R PARK, FLORIDA
EDWARDS A N D HIGHTOWER
note struck by two instruments,
the piano and violin, one of which
is but a half-degree lower than
the other. They do not quite accord.
John O'Hare presents the swift
63 Years of Faithful Service to Central
force of a man who was once a
Floridians and Seasonal Visitors
world traveler, and the tender
OXYGEN-THERAPY RENTAL SERVICE
and desperate desire of that same
• LAUNDRY
• DRY C L E A N I N G
man who has need for a returned
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
and understanding love. His abil• DYE WORK
• RUG C L E A N I N G
ity to portray this conflict of
HOSPITAL BEDS - RENTAL
© MOTH-PROOFING
e WATER-PROOFING
strong independenct versus affectionate love, is not without great
WINTER PARK
3 5 2 PARK AVE. N O R T H
Certified Cold Storage
credit to his acting strength. The

Mr. and Mrs. Broadway of Tomorrow

Tropitan
Cocktail
Lounge

BROWN'S

BAKE SHOP

"A wee bit different"

CITY STORAGE GARAGE

HOBBIES, GIFTS & SOUVENIRS
3-3363

LAIRD

Radio Sales & Service

T^e If exa// Store

1886—1949

PRESCRIPTIONS

(kl^t;?

Dial
4-4401

ifexaU

Dial
4-4401

Congratulations to Rollins College and Dr. Paul A. Wagner
on his inauguration as President

EARLE H. SHANNON, REALTOR

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
49 W . Concord
Tel. 2-2431

308 Park Ave.
Tel. 4-6941

ROLLINS A L U M N I , CLASS OF 1920
133 EAST MORSE BLVD.
" D e a l w i t h a Realtor"

PHONE 4-3141

COSMETICS

CANDIES

Elizabeth Arden
DuBarry
Dorothy Gray
Lucien LeLong
Lentheric

Whitmans
Hollingsworth
Tobacco
Fountain Service

216 PARK AVE.
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ROLLINS KNOW-HOW IN ACTION

Why Students Leave School
A Tragedy in One Act
By DALLAS WILLIAMS
For years, in fact ever since my
freshman one, I've been grappling
with a problem that needed a little deductive housecleaning. It's
really so obvious that I'm amazed
nobody ever saw fit to untangle
the dastardly thing before. Bul
last night, fired with enthusiasm
derived from a rereading of the
Sherlock Holmes saga, and armed
with a meerschaum full of Prince
Albert, I retired to the trunk
room cf Lakeside's luxurious attic, barred the door, and deductivated.
To p u t it in blatant terms, I
J U S T HAD TO PEER INTO THE
DARK CORNERS OF WHEREVER IT IS THAT
SOME
MISANTHROPIC
CULT
S P A W N S CERTAIN TEXTBOOKS WHICH OUR SMOOTHTALKING
PROFESSORS
HECKLE US INTO READING.
Maybe it was the pipe mixture,
conscientiously swallowed -'nd
digested, that provoked such a
speedy journey to the netner
regions, or maybe it was the fact
that only an hour before I had
been up to my ears in the fo-unotes of a required text ^that had
better be left unnamed.) At any
rate, it was just a matter of hours
before I mentally cavorted to tho
publishing offices of Textbooks,
Incorporated . . . and now I am
fully prepared to expose the practices of this flourishing organization'. Just whip out your pipe
. . . and the curtain ascends.
The scene—the workshop-office
of Editor-in-Chief I. Strainer. He
is climbing around on the heap of
manuscripts which flow out of
the casket he employs as a desk.
His secretary, Miss Willitt Confusum, is poring over some charts
which compare print for varying
degrees of illegibility. The P u b lic Relations Director, Mr. Letz
Keepem Board, is standing on his
head in the corner, busily gluing
pages together.

Mr. I: (excitedly) Say' here's a
promising author . . . good college
material. Never uses a word less
than eight syllables.
Miss W.: Does he repeat himself enough?
Mr. I.: H m m m n n n . . . almost.
Here's a restatement of his theory
six times in the first paragraph.
Wonder if we could get him to
develop a more
long-winded
style.
Letz: How about footnotes?
Ten to a page, you know. Witn
references to the appendix.
Mr. I.: Oh, of course. And I
think with the proper editing w t
could get this thing to drag out
another dozen chapters, at least
Miss W.: (musing) I don't
know. We thought we could do
that with the last one . . . but
;ometimes he got dangerously
clear.
l e t z : (Jumping up and racing
to files.) We'll fix that. Here's
gcbs of stuff under Useless Information that we can throw in any
old place.
Mr. I.: Terrific. You know
Letz, I think I'll give you a raise
one of these days. You've been
doing a mighty fine job.
Letz: (modestly) Gee, thanks.
Boss. And I think Miss Willett
deserves one too.
Mr. I.: I'm not so sure. She
let a Survey of History go out
last week that was almost readable. (He glowers at her.)
Miss W.: It was an accident.
Mr. I.: Well we can't let it happen again.
Letz: She's made a pretty good
record, boss. Remember the way
she organized that philosophy
book so that even the profs
couldn't explain it?
Mr. I.: Well . . .
Miss W.: And I'm working on
a supplement now that'll sell like
mad. You read from back to
front, skipping every other page,
and then you turn it upside down
and read the same thing over.
Letz: Atta girl. Miss Willett.

COLONY

THEATRE
W I N T E R PARK

" A l w o y s a Good Show"

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Combining the dramatic touch of the author of " T h e Razor's Edge"
and " O f Human Bondage" . . . w i t h the production genius of " T h e
Red Shoes" and " H a m l e t . "

'QUARTET

33

Forty Distinguished Stars of the Theatre . . . Including: Dermione
Baddetey—Dirl< B o g a r d e — M e r v y n Johns—Cecil Parker—Basil Rodford—Susan S h o w — L i n d e n T r o v e r s — M o i Zetterling and Francoise
Rosay.

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
and lands in the most

HUMPHREY BOGART

"TOKYO JOE
ALEXANDER

KNOX —

SESSUE

If

HAYAKAWA
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Picture above is Bob Vsn Hoose, one of several Rollins students
who is gaining his teacher's certificate by practice teaching in
local schools. Bob is a Business Administration major here at
Rollins.

Rollins Seniors Play Schoolmaster
"Gotta Love Young People," Says Student Teacher
By JOHN WHITMIRE
For the past few weeks, many
Rollins Seniors have been teaching in local high schools in order
to qualify for Florida State Teacher's Certificates. Practice teaching
is the climax of the Education
Curriculum at Rollins for it gives
the future teacher a practical ap-

In the Ivesonian terse style
News Item, Further Details.
ABRIDGED
She look
Get big smile
Yet all alone
Flirtatious child.
UNABRIDGED
She look
(At reflection)
Get big smile
(Of self-affection)
Yet all alo.ne
(And twelve at that)
Flirtatious child
(In mother's hat)
ABRIDGED
July sun
Playful rays
Too well done
Doctor says.
UNABRIDGED
July sun
(Sandy beach)
Playful rays
(Skin of peach)
Too well done
("Alcoholic nose")
Doctor says
(From head to toes)
ABRIDGED
June spoon
October w e d New June new tune
Hospital bed.
UNABRIDGED
June spoon
(Church on Sunday)
October wed
(On second Monday)
New J u n e new tune
(A later day)
Hospital bed
(Nature's way)

plication of the
fundamentals
which he has learned from, books
and in the classroom as an undergraduate. During the Rollins
years, the student has taken such
courses as Education in a Democracy, Adolescent Growth and Development, and Tests and meas
urements. Under the capablt
supervision of Professor Audrey
C'mon, let's say our pledge of Packham of the Education Deallegiance tor the boss, so le'U partment, Rollins students can
know we haven't foogotten . . . meet the requirements for obt
ing teacher's certificates in any
(They rise and face the east state in the union.
wall, hung with the portrait of a
There is a great need for new
dying student being nailed to a
teachers, particularly in the Math
cross composed of textbookr..)
and Science fields. A beginning student organization headed by
Miss W.: We promise to do our
Blakemore with full recognition
damnedest—
as an extra curricular activity.
Letz: To bewilder the mind:
Student activities presented in
o youth—
this first edition include the
Miss W.: To digress, to ex
Homecoming celebration, consisthaust, to belabor—
ing of the pregame bonfire, the
Letz: To utterly waste their
prepsration of the floats, the
time—
Homecoming parade (in color),
Miss W.: To never use one
crowning of the Homecomin7
book when we can sell two—
queen, football shots; basketball's
Letz: And sell them for twice
return to Rollins, the Rollins
what they're worth—
Music Guild's benefit concert; the
Miss W.: Because we hate peoRollins Players' production of
ple in general—
"Dark of the Moon," and general
Letz: -And students in particucampus shots.
lar.
News events included are Dr.
Mr. I.: Very good. Just bear
Hamilton Holt's return to Rollins;
that in mind. Miss Willett. Now
David Lillienthal's visit to cam. . . let's see . . . I have an inter- teacher can anticipate a salary of pus, and various receptions given
view with a beginning author not under $2500 yearly, which is for the students.
who wants to see the ingredients certainly an improvement over
A color film taken of Rollins
of an acceptable text. Where are the conditions of only a few years in 1937 by Herman Siewart will
ago. Salaries and ratings usually also be shown.
those samples?
Miss W.: Here—in m y bottom depend upon the number of years
The length of the show will be
drawer. (She pulls out one la- spent teachi.Tg as well as the de- approximately 45 minutes. Hall
beled Dry MateriaL As she pro- grees held by the teacher. Gradu- Tennis is in charge of the narraduces some dusty sheets in micro- ate study is a great help and, in tion and background music.
scopic print, Mr. I. spots among fact, a Master's Degree is necesthem a cclorful pamphlet, which sary in order to attain the 4th
rating which is the highest.
he pounces upon.)
The teachers in training are
Mr. I.: What's this?
Miss W.: Oh nothing . . . (con- given the advice and guidance ol
fusedly) . . . just something I was the older instructors in the paramusing myself with . . . like a ticular high schools in which they
are teaching. They are supervised
comic book . . . you see . . .
Mr. I.: I see alright. Writing by a teacher of the same subject
Made Interesting, eh? This is the which they are teaching and are
graded accordingly.
last straw. You're finished.*
The location of Rollins is an ad*In publishing circles, a term
used to mean "We've caught you vantage as far as practice teachwith your prefaces down, and ing is concerned over other
your title page is showing." See schools in the state. For there are
many high schools in the vicinity
appendix.
—Winter Park High, Cherokee,
Memorial, Orlando High, and
Sanford High.
There is a predominance of men
over women planning to go into
teaching from the college.
Bob Van Hoose, who is teaching
English at Cherokee, posed the
following questions which should
be answered in the affirmative by
one with sincere interest in teaching and definite aptitude in the
field: "Are you willing to measure success in terms of service
rather than in terms of economic
gain? Do you have a sincere love
and interest in young people?"
George Johnson, while teaching
Math at Winter Park High, has
discovered that if math is presented as a puzzle to be worked
out, the student will "Become interested and his attention held.
Others from Rollins who are
teaching are: Hermen Brumley,
History; Bill Smythe, Algebra;
George Spencer, Chemistry; Don
Sisson, Physical Ed.; Harry Hancock, History and Phys. Ed.; Bill
Williams, History; Seet Justice,
Phys. Ed.; Jan Patton, Yarda
Sslerio, Virginia Walker, Elizabeth Ann Brelsford.

COACH DON SISSGN

The Animated Magazine, which
has attracted nation-wide attention is highlight of Founders
cuss "Japan—It's Importance in Week which commemorates the
the F a r East." "A Ten-Point Pro- 65th anniversary of Rollins Colgram for China" will be given lege.
by Captain Earle Kincaid. om
Reserved seat tickets may be
•.he foremost meteorologists in the
country, and Dr. Wagner's former purchased at the Annie Russel]
Theatre box office from 2 to .S
superior officer in the na^-y.
p. m. through Friday. Gener.il
LARAMORE
admission is free.
Florida poetess Vivian Lara
more will present her poem, "I "THE DAMASK CHEEK"
Bring You Peace." Zack Mosley
(Continued from Page 1)
creator of "Smiling Jack," will
give "A Cartoon Strip." "Th. aunt and everyone hoping she'll
Romance of the Barter Theater' find herself a man. Jimmy Ranwill be offered by Robert Porter- dall, played by Dick Preu, is a
field, founder ot Barter Players eousin who at first doesn't notice
of Abington, Virginia. Jose Billie Rhoda but after a series of humorSeminole Indian, with his inter- ous events finds her most attracANIMATED SPEAKERS
(Continued from Page 1)

preter,
Robert
Mitchell,
ha;
chosen "A First American" as the
subject of his "article."
Mr
Mitchell is noted for his friendship with the Seminoles and work
in their behalf.
DENNY
Tha program will be concludec
by contributor George Denny, Jr..
moderator of Town Hall of tht
Air, who will give a "page" entitled "Around the World in Five
Minutes."
The "pink sheet," or advertis
ing page, will be inserted by
President Wagner. Proceeds from
the Magazine will go toward the
Ham.ilton Holt Loan and Scholarship Fund which was initiated
last year by an anonymous donor
who will match all gifts up to
$50,000 given by Winter Park,
Maitland and Altamonte Springs
residents.

Both leads have previously
played in the Fred Stone Theatre,
while all the other members of the
.-ast, who are from Prof. Donald
3. Allen's acting class, are appear:ng for the first time in the Fred
Stone. They are Annie Russell
veterans
Tia
Crawford, Pat
3urgoon, Corky Scarborough, and
Dan Sladden. Newcomers are
Claudine Peterson. Betty Lou
Keppler, and Gail Schaffer.
WAGNER'S INAUGURAL
(Continued from Page 1)
.'^Ima Mater, witli the benediction
by Dean Darrah.
After the recessional there will
be a reception in the Center
Petio, where students and the
general public will have the opportunity to meet Chancellor
Hutchins and President Wagner.

ZOR/C My CLiAHtHG
is w i t h o u t

parallel

Leaves no oil f i l m — is odorless
and

fireproof

Give your silks a n d woolens a treat

RELIABLE CLEANERS, INC.
140 W . Fairbanks
WINTER

PARK

Casli & Carry Discount
W e Call For and Deliver

Phones
Winter Parlt 4-1551

Orlando 2-2198

TOGGERY
G

"Finer"

Men's Store

ROLLINS NEWS REEL
(Continued from Page 1)
general public the true story of
Rollins.
Milto.T Blakemore came to
President Wagner with this idea,
and received hearty approval and
help. The result was the Rollins
Newsreel, a new, independent

Here's a m i g h t y m i d g e t t h a t makes with
t h e miles a n d mooches w i t h t h e moola!
I£ you?re sending solid w i t h t h e one-andonly, t h e R e n a u l t 4 passenger — 4 door
sedan gives—and a-plenty!

«

40 miles-plus to t h e g a l l o n - ( 2 5 cents)
w h e r e you can p a r k on a d i m e and turn
on a silver d o U a r - a l m o s t . R e n a u l t gives
you t h e plus in t r a n s p o r t a t i o n t h a t you've
«-ished f o r - a n d h o w !

a penny postcard

gives t h e gruesome d e t a i l s - a n d
shows you —not so gruesome —how you,
too, can " w h i p t h e b a i t a n d r i d e the grav)'
t r a i n to fame a n d f o r t u n e " as a Renault
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e in your orbit.
REXAULT SELLING BRANCH, INC.
1920 Broadway, New ^ o r k , N.Y.
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TAR HOOPSTERS ENGAGE RUGGED SPARTAN FIVE
COEDS I N SPORTS

Spring Intramurals

Iiiter-

By Kay McDonnell and Mari

RED-HOT TARLETS SCORE AGAIN
APGAR CONNECTS FOR 23 POINTS
PITTON, DEW AND NEIDEPACEDRILLItNT DEFENSE
HI6HLY-GE1RED TEAM LACKS STUDENT SDPPORT

Fra tern ily
S|iort$^
ROBINSON

Lambda Chis Near Loop Crown;
KAs And X-Club In Hot Pursuit

Chalking up another triumph, the girls' varsity basketball team
kept their winni.ng streak intact by scoring their fourth successive
victory. Their victim was Pat's Plasterers, and when the final
whistle had sounded the score stood at 42-33.
Ginny Apgar, eagle-eyed forward led the Tarlet scoring parade I
In a closely fought contest which saw the lead change at least
with a total of 23 points. Doris Jensen was a close second. The work I half a dozen times, the Lambda Chis outlasted the X-Club 40-37,
of Nancy Neide, Mary Bland Dew and Joan Patton at guard was out- ! The Clubbers reflected the loss of J i m Kelly and J i m Fay in their
standing.
I inabil.ty to score consistently and ccntrol the back boards. Halfway
One excuse often used for the lack of school spirit has been that through the second quarter Jim O'Neal took a bad fall and fractured
Rollins needed a winning team. Well folks, here is your chance to his leg. This seriously weakened the Lambda Chis in the scoring
support a red-hot team. How about attending the next girls' game at j category. But through the high scoring of Charlie Knecht, who made
the Orlando Air Base on Friday night? See you there!
12 points, and the smooth ball handling of Don Sission, the L.C.'s

DELTA GHIS PROVIDI^G STUBBORN OPPOSITION;
JIM O'NEIL SOFFERS FRACTURE IN

Flash! Crew Results!
By CHARLES ROBINSON
Dr. U. T. Bradley started the
intra-mural crew season last Monday as he stepped aboard the
school's mahogany planked launch
and announced through his vener-

You'll Have More
Fun This Term

were able to maintain a fa^t working combination. Dickie Williams,
; able megaphone, "Let's go!" Im- who racked up eight points, and Buddy Tate, who played a tight
mediately the Delta Chis and the floor game, locked best for the X-Club. The Lambda Chis are now
Lambda Chis raced down the half I probably past their toughest opponent and barring any upsets, they
! mile course at an exhausting pace. I should take the crown.
: The Delts won by a good five i An imposing K.A. quintet had little trouble in smothering thi
' lengths to the rather slow time of I Delta Chis 40-20. The first half was fairly close as Bob Peck poured
four minutes, sixteen seconds. I in sll of the Delta Chi's eight points while the K.A.'s scattered theii
Next the X-Club led the Alpha I thirteen markers among Joe Will.'ams, Herb Le Feure, John Gray.
Phi Lambda crew to the finish ; and Rusty Williams. In the second half Rusty found his range and
line by two lengths. No time to:sed in five field goals snd a foul shot to lead the winners with
available. The last race of the fifteen points. Peck paced the Delta Chis with fourteen. The K.A.';
evening saw the Sigma Nus over- have several high scoring players and are not lacking under the backtake and defeat the K.A.'s. Time, boards, but their trouble this season seems to lie in depth. When
four minutes, sixteen and four- the game is t!ght, they haven't been able to come through with suffi
fifths seconds.
cie-it extra power. The K.A.'s proved to be too much for the Inde
pendents as John Gray and company, firing from all over the court
won 36-27. Kappa Alpha led at the end of all periods and never
seemed to be in serious trouble. Gray, the league's leading scorer,
racked up ten points while Robinson paced the Indies, with eight.
The Independents have displayed above average ball talent all season,
By SKOOK BAILEY
Last Sunday the Tarpon Swim- However, their lack cf organized playing has proven quite a handicap.
Showing the effects cf repeated practicing, the Delta Chis gave
m'ng team of Rollins had an exhibition a t Sanlando Springs. The the Sigma Nus a clcse f^ght only to lose out in the last period 38-27.
The
rebounding and scoring punch of Sigma Nu's Robert McManigal
big event cf the day was Fleet
Peeples planting some old Span- proved to be the deciding factor as he racked up twelve points to take
ish Gold in the spring which the scoring ho.-.ors for the gsme. The Delts started strong and were
Tarpon Club will dig up in two behind at the half by only three points. Bob Peck collected ten
points for the losers. The Delta Chis have displayed considerable
The program consisted of a improvement during the seascn and will no doubt prove a tougher
water duet by Nancy Neide and match as they collect game experience.

TARPON'S BIG SPLASH

IF YOU ARE A
GOOD DANCER
on do to make you

ARTHUR MURRAY

Norma Jean Thaggard to the tune
of "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland." Then t h e exhibition of
orthodox and ballet swimming
strokes by the entire club and
then a large formation to the
music of "Charmaine."
Bobby Doerr and J o Dunn did

Congratulations
to
Pres. Wagner
on his
Inauguration

a duet to "Autumn Nocturne"
and exhibition diving was performed by Norma Jean Thaggard,
Mary Welsh and Nsncy Neide,
captain of the Tarpon Club.
Other participants in the show
were Mary Jo Wagner, Joan
Chsmpinn. Ann Lewis Turley,

Pat Roberts, Saretta Hill and Jane
Truitt. Sarah Jane Dorsey, director of athletics for women did the
announcing of the various numbers.
After the water sliow the entire group was honored at a din-

By SCOTTY WITHERELL

'

With the winding up of intramural crew on February 17 and
the last of intramural basketball
being played on the 21st, volleyball, swimming and softball move
into the limelight.
Intramural volleyball is scheduled to begin around the 27th of
February and will probably continue for about a month. Last
year the Sigma Nu team walked
off with first place with the KA's
a close second. It is too early to
predict t h e outcome of this sport,
but it is a cinch that there will
be many fast and furious games
before it is over.
Squeezed between volleyball
and softball, the annual intramural swimming meet always
brings forth the best swimmers
and divers of the various fraternities and affords an interesting
show.
Softball, closes out the school
year's intra-mural sports program.
The interesting part about the
ioftball season, is that many
times it is the deciding factor in
who wins the intramural cup.
Last year's undefeated Lambda
Chis are not favored to turn the
trick again unless it can come
up with a pitcher to replace Dick
Darty. The X-Club, who placed
second, could have a good team
if they can find some consistant
hitters and if Joe Swicegood can
pitch as well as he did last year.
Third place Kappa Alpha will be
one of the top contenders if they
can find a pitcher, while the
Sigma Nu, Delta Chi, and Independents are all unknown quantities.
A motion is due to be put before the Intramural Board this
week on whether or not it would
be possible to have a field day
or track meet sometime during
the spring term. If it is passed,
the one day of events could well
be the highlight of the whole intramural sports program.

VASTLY IMPROVED TAR SQUAD
READY FOR IMPORTANT CLASH
Hancock, Baldwin Give Tars Extra Scoring Punch
By CHARLES WOODS
A vastly improved Rollins Tar
squad girds itself for its forthcoming battle with a strong University of Tampa foe in the Davis
Armory Saturday night. The
Spartans boast victories over such
quintets as the University of Florida, Stetson, Tennessee, and
Pennsylvania.
One major factor in the Tars'
improvement has been the ability
of other regulars such as Baldwin,
Hancock, Cabrie and Swacker to
score, thus taking a portion of t h e
offensive punch off of Pete Fay's
shoulders.
Against
Miami,
the team
seemed to have gained more poise,
and some of the early season jitters prominent in earlier games,
seems to have disappeared. Hancock's all-around floor play Saturday night was one of the reasons
fer the team's improvement. The
work of Dick Baldwin also
showed much improvement.

Bring your parents and friends

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S OUTSTANDING
OUTDOOR THEATRE!

FLORIDA PREMIERE
STARTING FRIDAY-FEB. 24th

f^itJ

The hilarious
tale of a Talking
' ' e A t l i 8 ^ * ^ ^ ' ' * # 7 \ Army IVIule.,.and a

NAUTICAL SUCCESS
The doors were open; the lights
were low; and the music was
playing. Before long, students began drifting in the Pi Beta Phi
house for the Mayflower Ship
Party last Friday night. The
Sigma Nus and KAs were among
the first to sail in followed by
couples and other groups.
Any resemblance between the
living room and the inside of a
ship was intentional. Candles
stuck in whiskey bottles (empty,
that is) were the only lights. At
the far end of the room was the
ship's wheel, and lined around
the room were port holes and lifeA beer keg (beer turned
out to be cider) on the bar supplied more atmosphere. Cream
cheese, potato chips, pickles, and
olives were scattered about the
room as well as doughnuts for
those who had a sweet tooth.
The nautical atmosphere and
the spirit of the guests made the
party a success.

DONALD O'CONNOR PATRICIA MEDINA
ZASU PITTS • RAY COLLINS • JOHN MclNTIRE
and FRANCIS The Old Army Mule who TALKS

/rs A LAUGH RIOT!
EDDIES UNDER 12c;:i«iWAyS FREE

ROBINSON
PRINTERS A N D LITHOGRAPHERS

Beautiful
Printers of the Founders' Week issue of the Roiiins
Sandspur congratulates Rollins College and President Paul A . Wagner on his inauguration.

" H O M E OF THE ROLLINS R O O M "

One mile west of Sanford-Orlando Kennel Club

Dial 41281

W I N T E R PARK, FLA.

Little Mary Ann, six years old,
to the last biscuit on the plate:
"This won't matter to me, for I've
been an old maid about all my
life, anyway."

to the Historic and

Halfway between Sanford and Orlando o f f Route 17-92

112 Park A v e . S.

There have been too many
empty bleachers in the Davis
Armory in the past few games.
Lot's give our whole-hearted support to our fighting Tars.

r K / V I K I t Li^KETHEATRE

LOHGWOOD HOTH
REAL ESTATE

If this recent improvement of
tho Tars continues, the underdog
Blue and Gold should give the
Spartans a busy evening. Probable starting line-up for t h e Tars
is as follows: Natolis and Cabrie,
forwards; Art Swacker, center;
Harry Hancock and Chuck Spellsburg, guards. Others to see action before the final whistle are
Jim Kelly, Dick Baldwin, J i m
Fay, Ronnie Frymire, Jim Wesley
and Bob Boyle.

Could be models but Ihey're nol. They're Rollins Elar girls' basketball team. Left to right—top row—Jackie Bullock, Marnee
Norris, Blcndy Dew, Msmy Rous], Margie James, Jenny Apgar.
Boltcm row—Sis Shute, Betty Deur, Doree Jensen, Nancy Neide,
Carol Postens.

Rollins ^^tudents

Ray Green
and
associates

j

Luncheon $1.25

SMORGASBORD

Dinner $1.50

Serving Daily from NOON Until 9 P. M .

Menus

starting at S I . 5 0 gladly submitted for Partise and
Banquets.

2808 N. ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO 3-4281

ROLLINS

Gala Inaugural Ball
Highlights Big Week

SANDSPUR

To Model for Mead Botanical Gardens

i A
QUEEN JEAN MORA

UMM?—Someone ask
Morris and her cohorts about
quadruple and quintet solitaire'
Could be that's the reason for all
the bodies and cards strewn
around the living room floor . .
What was so important in Day
tona
that
Helen
Demetrelis
Margie James, and Betty Garrett
stayed all weekend for? . . .

too . . . At the terrific Kappa-X
Club donee were Jean Currie and
Frank Scott, Lib Latimore and
Dick Preu, Paul Gallo and Phylli:
Dalrymple, Gretchen Herpel anc
Bill Madson, Skook Bailey and
Derek Dunn-Rankin, Arden Roth
and Msck Israel, Joane Byrd and
Fred Rogers, Carol Smith and
Walter Sierson, Jim Fay and Sutzi
Tannsr, Ed Motch and Ann
La Rue, Jane Truitt and GiJ
Crcsby, and Betty
Davidson
and
Corky
Scarborough . . .
A great time was had at the
Kappa party at Bob Harding's,
Tem Blakemore's and Alex' house
Sunday afternoon. The day was
climaxed when, making a dramatic landing, the sailboat capsized
—throwing Gloria, Hank, Alex
and Desner in the drink . . .

ACTIVITIES—The Phi Mu's
gave a get-acquainted party for
all the new girls on campus:
Margorie Smith, Barb Alderman,
Gale Smith, Catherine Schackleford, Dorothy Yates, Mary Jane
Mallory and Joan Champion . . .

WEEKEND
RAMBLINGS —
Lakeside was quite an empty
house this weekend.
Jo and
Paula, well escorted by George
Hollett and Don Brinegar, saw
Miami—Rose Naylor spent the
LAUGHS OF THE WEEK—Beweekend at University of Vir- cause they were lacking goals on
ginia as the guest of a Beta beau the hockey field one day,
—Shep, Jackie - and . Marilyn girh report the use of teammates
Walker were among the missing
"human goal posts." While

BONNIE JEAN
Bon Deforest-

Jean Bisplinghoff

Dresses
and
Sportswear
GREENEDA COURT
118 Park Avenue South
Phone 4-2891

For Your

TH£ ROVTHG PHOTOGRAPHiR
By Stan Rudd
Ths question asked this week
should be of interest to every
of us. It was, ""What suggestions do you hava for improving
lhe recreational facilities here at
Rollins?"

The Inaugural Ball, sponsored
by the Rollins Alumni Association, promises to be the big event
jf the year. The Rollins family,
ilumni, and distinguished guests
if the college are invited. The
iance, strictly formal, at the Or1 .ndo Country Club, starts at 9
nd guests will be admitted by in.•itation only. The staff, faculty,
ind students may get their i.ivi.ations at the Administration
building, and the alumni at the
\lumni off.ce.

KING DON WORK

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1950

Mrs. Jack F. Howden is chairnan of the ball, with the help of
Left to right: Top row—Jsan Mcri, B a r b i r a Dennerlain, Irma
.Wrs. Ed Acree, Dr. Edward Jchnon, Mrs. Richard Woodruff, Mrs.
Shaefer, Betty Mickehor. Joan Champion, Alyse Oglesby. Bot.lussell Ramsey, Mr. Joe Johnson,
tom row—Kathie Dawson, Sally Bradley, Mary Thompson,
That's all for this week. See
vliss Frances Montgomery, Mrs.
Ann Turley, Gloria Gilbert.
you all soon.
A^illiam Ellis, and Miss Aurora
McKay.
There will be no refreshments,
PKEXY CROWNS
but the bar will be open during
HEART QUfEN
the entire dance. With decoraBy SKOOK BAILEY
fer and Barbara Dennerlain, who
t-ons of flowers and palms, the
By DIANE VIGEANT
Lambda
Chi's Beaclicomber
Last week Mrs. Gordan Apgar were chosen to model at the Mead
music of Carl Hallberg, and the
Saturday night, following the Brigade paraded brilliantly past
Botanical Gardens on Saturday, basketball game with Miami, the
many alums and guests of Rol- C'nd Mrs. Eugeae D. Coleman h
the Pelican reviewing stand
terviewed
these
co-eds:
Glor.
February
25.
lins, this dance should prove to
Kappas and the X Club joined to
Gilbert, Ann Lewis Turley, Mary
The program will start at play hcsts to the college at i where all concerned enjoyed the
be quite gala.
Thompson, Mary Haley, Cathy 2:15 p.m. with a tour of the Ger- Valentine Ball at the Orangi surf and other extra added activities.
Dawson, Jean Mora, Alyse Ogles- dens by Dr. Edwin O. Grover and Court Hotel.
they say the substitution worked by, Joan Champion, Betty Mickel- at 3 p.m. "fashions in the Garden"
J i m m y 'The Crutch" O'Neil
The ballroom was thoroughly
well on the whole, arguments did 3on, Carolyn Alfred, Irma Schae- under the direction of Mrs. Fredarrayed in the Valentine spirit. was convalescing under Hobo's
arise such as one heated one
eric Dunn-Rankin, Chairman and The walls were decorated with wcnderful care.
:aused by the goal pest moving
Mrs. Eldridge Hart, Co-chairman.
Charlie Brakefield (sending out
her foot "to keep from getting minutes later, he finished, added: Mrs. Rhea Smith will act as narra- hearts and cupids made out ot
"I'm not sure I've answered your
balloons, while a false ceiling of an SOS) spent the better part of
hit." . . .
tor and Ed Cushing will furnish red and white crepe paper comquestion,
however
.
.
."
"Oh
yes,"
Sunday prying his auto out of a
CONGRATULATIONS—to Max
the
background
m
ipic.
Another
Gruelke and Bobby Riggs—presi- said the bright young thing, "yes, celebrity who will model is Mrs. pleted the picture. Tables were quick-sand pit. Betty Hammer
dent and vice-president of the you did." "Well, the prof said Paul A. Wagner. Following the ret up on the terrace off the ball- supervised the operation.
Autobon Society . . . the Alpha modestly, "My theory is—if you Fashion Show tea will be served, room and in t h e yard behind the
"Gags" Johnson sported a smart
Phi's on their Cardiac Aid Drive talk long enough, you're bound to Tickets can be obtained at the hotel. Fair weather, a starlit swim suit which had i.iscribed in
. . . to our two-piano virtuosos for say something . . . One of our sponsoring shops or at the parking sky, and waving pslms created clear red letters, visible from hcic
their marvelous concert . . . to the philorophy professors was ex- grounds of the Animated Maga- atmosphere for a true Valentine to lower Slobovia, the words
Ball.
plaining to his class the Stoic beKing and Queen of Hearts. , . ,
"THE END."
zine. Admission $1.25 including
The highlight of the evening
W H A T ' S T H I S — P h i Mu's lief that everything, no matter
George, Joe, and Jerry were
was the crow.iing of the king and
would like Mary DeLano to give how evil appearing, has its good
among the late arrivals. They aps!de.
"The
atom
bomb,
then,"
queen of hearts. Our President
with a little more information
peared as the "Three Stewges."
Lsdy:
vant a ticket to Ne
Wagner complimented the Alpha
about Bud from Sarasota. Is it deduced cne of his students, "was
"Country" Durrance enjoyed
Phis on their Cardiac Drive, then
true she's engaged? . . . What a a definite help to Japan. It York."
the new experience of putting out
Agent: "By Buffalo?"
proudly placed the red and white
swell Zoology and Botony class— widened the streets of HiroLedy: "That's OK if the saddle heart crowns on Queen Jean Mora to sea. Phyllis B. made a fine
held at Mari.Teland . . . Bob shima."
skipper.
PLEDGING—Lambda Chi an- is comfortable."
and King Don Work, Sigma Nu's
Boyles wife-to-be, Norma DepperJim (don't call me James) Mac
nominees. Following the coro.iaman, '47, will arrive special de- nounces the pledging of Paul Anwas
quoted as having had a
derson
and
Jack
Miller.
Joe:
"Why
do
you
take
your
t;on,
President
Wagner
danced
livery on March 31 for a nine day
INITIATION—Sigma Nu wel- salary to the bank every week?" with the queen to the strains of "rootie" time.
visit . . . Mary Ann Kuhn and
Blow: "Well, It's too small to "I Love You Truly."
"Sherlock" Brumley tracked
Sonny Williams are fighting over comes into the clan Wayne Ponnothing . . . Overheard at the tius, Dan Pinger, Ronnie Trum- go by itself."
Ed Cushing and his band fur- down three Sanford law breakers
"Waterfront:"
First
Student: bull, Don Jones, Ed Kaptein,
nished excellent music for the just a few hours before joining
"What's the best way to teach a Hubie Liebfarth, Larry Bentley, I Surgeon: "There is no hope for dance. Couples crowded the floor the Pelican Party.
girl to swim?" Second Student: Paul Shelton, George Hollett,' your recovery. Is there anyone from 9:30 until the strains of
Charles Knecht 'connected' dur"First, you p u t your arm around : Glen Osborn, Frank Stockton and , you would like to see?"
"CJood.iight
Sweetheart"
an- ing festivit.'es—Ginny Apgar, the
I Patient: "Yeah, another doctor." ncunced the dance was over.
her waist, take her right hand in Alvin McSchneetz.
"Knecchtshun."
yours . . ." First Student: "But
this girl's my sister." Second
Student: "Push her off the dock."
ALUMS—Glad to see Pat German back for the weekend . . .
Shirley Mertz, Phi Mu, made a
visit to Fox Hall to announce her
engagement. . . .

Rollins Beauties Model At Gardens

CLASS
CONSCIOUS — The
truth came out yesterday. A coed '
in the back of the room raised !
her hand and asked a question;
the professor cleared his throat
and began his answer.
Fifteen

Lambda Chi Brigade
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Convenience

ALL IN ONE STOP
^
^
^
^

WASHING
DRYING
IRONING
DRY-CLEANING

ton
*tt),
JI,

'%

••III

.."'«'
Pay Cash and Bank fhe Profit
at the

LAUNDERETTE
140 W . Fairbanks

Winter Park, Fla.
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